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Students fiD
Kauke Arch
to no avail
JEREMIAH JENNE
Chief Staff Writer
Nearly 200 students joined together
in an effort to close down the College
of Wooster. Hoping to enact the well
publicized but little documented
cKauke Arch Snow Clause." the at-
tempt was made this past Tuesday
night to fill the Kauke Arch with
snow. The more-or-le- ss annual event
usually occurs on the first good snow
of the school year.
Lead by an anonymous messianic
figure wearing a gray Wooster
sweatshirt, the laborers toiled from
about 11 pjn. Tuesday into the wee
hours of Wednesday morning filling
the Arch and piling snow onto the
other doorways in Kauke.
"I was inspired by a message from
God who told me to take my friends
and lead them two by two to fill the
Arch," said the mysterious figure
whom some referred to as "Chris."
The work was steady and arduous,
interrupted briefly by the men of Beta
Kappa Phi, whose annual run coin-
cided with the Arch filling because of
the mild winter we have had up until
this week.
Lead by "Chris" and using trash
cans, recycling bins, Lowry trays,
laundry baskets, cardboard boxes and
whatever else that could be used to
carry snow, students piled snow upon
snow in what would be a vain attempt
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Fees will stand at $19,875
for 1993-9- 4 school year
LAUREN COHEN
Editor-in-chi- ef
Comprehensive fees of $19,875
for the 1993-9- 4 school year were
announced today byThe College of
Wooster. The six percent increase
over this year's $18,680 figure was
approved by the Executive Com-
mittee of the Board ofTrustees last
week.
"As we doevery year, the trustees
took many factors into consider-
ation when establishing the new
comprehensive fee," stated board
chairman Stanley GaulL
"Our primary commitment is to
continue to provide sufficient sup-
port for the College's academic pro-
grams while at the same time keep-
ing a Wooster education accessible
to the widest possible range of stu-
dents." . -- :.-.
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Winter hit Wooster this week, but
despite students' attempt to cancel
to cancel classes.
In the end, the arch was filled but
the ever vigilant Custodial Services
would not be bested. Some expressed
dismay as the wall of snow was re-
moved with the help of a Caterpillar
bulldozer and four hours of work was
destroyed in minutes. There was a
sense of betrayal since a door had
been specially undone just to allow
' 1 ??-,ifl!tJP'rogiE- n!r"
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To help make The College of
Woostermorefinanrianyaccessible,
the trustees have set a preliminary
financial aid budget of 9.7 million
dollars for the next year.
More than 70 percent of all stu-
dents atWooster receive some form
of financial aid, including scholar-
ships, grants, loans, and work-stud- y
opportunities. The average finan-
cial aid award at Wooster is more
than $10,500, according to materi-
als released by the College.
Last year's comprehensive fee
ranked in the bottom quartile of a
group of .21 highly selective, na-
tional liberal artscolleges. The group
included schools such as Kenyon
and Oberlin, whose fees this year
stood at $21,180 and $23,093, re-
spectively.
Compiled with information pro-
vided by NEWS SERVICES. . ,
4
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business was as usual at the College
classes by filling the Kauke Arch.
Custodial to get out of Kauke before
the building was completely sealed.
But "Chris" was not so unhappy.
"After all of the fighting and arguing
between Greeks and independents,
the act of filling the arch brought us all
together, Delts and GDI's, Xi Chis
and Sigs, Zetas and Betas; all brought .
together for one common purpose
getting out of classes."
g"Jipt' HUBS'' ii'vynagas
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Black History Month continues
with Lowry Pit discussion
KITAMU BARNHELD
Staff Writer
The Black History Month program
at the College continued Wednesday
evening with a pit discussion on the
topic "Stumbling into the 21st Cen-
tury."
Wooster's own Dr. Akwasi Osei of
the black studies and political science
departments led the discussion with a
short speech. He highlighted several
familiar points in the history of black
America from the post-reconstruct- ion
era and the Jim Crow laws to the
Civil Rights movement
One theme that was incorporated
throughout Osei's presentation was
that of a cultural hierarchy or "grada-
tion of cultures." This theory places
European culture at the top and Afri-
can culture at the bottom of the hier-
archy.
Osei's speech also touched on sev-- "
eral stumbling blocks thatwill hinder
America'sprogress toward racial rec-
onciliation in the 21st century. His
list included apathy, ma teriali.sm, lack
of Cf)en-mindedne-ss, lack of prin-
ciples and a lack ofeducational moti--
condnued on page 2, col. 5
Lecture focuses on Indian,
Pakistani regional tensions
KRISTIN L. FLACHSBART
Staff Writer
Dr. Walter Anderson spoke at last
Tuesday's Great Decisions foreign
policy lecture. About 70 people
braved the snowy weather to hear
"India and Pakistan: Collision or Com-
promise" in Gault Recital Hall.
Anderson, who works in the U.S.
Embassy at Delhi, India, taught po-
litical science at the College for three
years. He has been a feature speaker
in previous Great Decisions lectures.
Anderson stated that the Indo-Pa-kista- ni
tensions have caused the U.S.
to have a major interest in southeast
Asia. The tensions between the bor-rVrin- s?
countries are feared to lead to
a possible nuclear confrontation.
The tensions are over tne siaie oi
Kashmir, a northern territory border-hru-h
countries. In 1947. when
Britain freed India and the country of
Pakistan was created, Kashmir asked
for independence from Pakistan.
However, Pakistani people began
migrating to the state. In response to
the head of Kashmir asked for Indian
assistance. A confrontation resulted
in which the U.N. divided the state
between the feuding countries.
However Anderson added mat ten- -
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Osei discussed stumbling blocks
toward racial reconciliation
Wednesday evening in Lowry Pit.
The talk was part of the College's
Black History Month program.
sions have existed between Pakistan
and India since 1947. India, which is
mainly Hindu, wishes to remain a
secular state, responding to all reli-
gions equally. The Muslims felt this
equality was impossible and hundreds
of thousands migrated to Pakistan.
Meanwhile, Hindus living in Pakistan
moved to India, and in the transition,
many were killed, causing both coun-
tries never to trust one another.
Two wars and one uprising have
been fought over the Kashmir terri-
tory. The U.S. and the UJM. fear that
a nuclear battle could result in a future
confrontation, since both countries
have nuclear arms. India will not give
up its weapons as long as China has
arms, and Pakistan will not forego its
armaments as long as India keeps
weapons. The U.S. has attempted to
initiate multilateral talks between
China, Pakistan, India, Russia, and
itself, but, for various political rea-
sons, these talks have always fallen
through.
Anderson stated that Pakistan,
which has one of the world's best
armies, could not stand up to India in
a major war, since India dwarfs it in
territory size, population, and indus- -
conlinuedonpage2,col.3
News Briefs
NATIONAL
LA. teachers threaten strike; racial tension high
The Los Angeles school system is in trouble as teachers are threatening to
strike. There are also many financial problems and racial tensions are high.
In his message to the nation Monday night. President Clinton appealed to
the people directly looking for support for his plans for tax increases and
spending cuts. The results of several polls show thai most Americans remain
open to Clinton's plan.
Clinton assured middle class families that they will not be afTected by a
hikein taxes. Only families wirh an income of over $180,000 will have
their taxes raised. .
Interior Secretary Bruce Babbit is putting more of an emphasis on
preserving entire ecosystems. Previously, individual species of wildlife would
be saved one at a time, rather than preserving the ecology of an entire area.
The White House said that it will cost $30 to $90 billion to carry out
Clinton's promise guaranteeing all Americans heal th insurance. New taxes are
to be one method of raising funds for the project.
The jurors who acquitted the four police officers accused of beating
Rodney Kin g last April are still standing by their verdict and defend their views
despite continued controversy.
IsTErSaTIOSaL I
UN withdraws troops from occupied Lebanon
The United Nations withdrew troops from Lebanon thus allowing the
Lebanese Army and Muslim guerillas to take matters into their own hands.
Israeli officials claim an Arab-Americ- an arrested in Israel a month ago has
provided information that a militant Palestinian group has drawn much
monetary and political support from agents based in the United States.
For the third day in a row, Serbia prevented the United Nations from
delivering aid to Bosnia. This leaves over 200.000 people endangered by
hunger, disease, and cold.
United Nations weapons inspectors plan to challenge Iraq's refusal to let
them fly helicopters over Baghdad, setting the scene for ccxflict- - Saddam
Hussein recently said he wanted to improve relations with the United States.
The disa-min- g of Bosnia has been very chaotic, as there are no clear cut
rules for confiscating weapons. Many limes soldiers find themselves starting
small battles while trying to take the weapons.
Warren Christopher is making his first trip to the Middle East ckring which
he plans simply to listen to what each of the warring parties has to say. This
is opposed to rushing in with a plan already developed when he has not
personally seen the situation.
The National African Congress and the South African Government argued
over the terms of a compromise to share power in Africa until the turn of the
century. If this compromise is approved it will beahistoric landmark, but italso
has the potential for creating much strife.
National and international news briefs compiled by Staff Writer
NINA LANY with information from The New York Tunes
Chinese dissident to speak
Wednesday on democracy
FUSE M. BATES
Assistant News Editor
Shen Tong. one of China's most
prominent dissidents, will give a pub-
lic lecture at the College on Wednes-
day, February 24.
Shen fled to the US. following the
violent suppression of the dernocracy
movement in Tiananmen Square in
1989. He was a leader of this effort.
During a three year exile spent in
Boston, MA. Shen helped found the
Dernocracy for China Fund. Inc..
based in Newton, MA. During this
time, he also wrote the book,Almost
a Revolution.''
Shen returned legally to his home-
land last August. This was permined
due to government statements allow-
ing student exiles to re-ent- er China
without fear of retribution.
Upon arriving in Beijing in Sep-
tember with plans to hold a press
conference anncxirKingrhe formation
of a Chinese chapter of Democracy
3
for China, Shen and several compan-
ions were arrested by government
officials. They were held until late
October as the government prepared
to put them on trial.
But international pressure prevailed
and instead, Shen was deported. Upon
returning to the U.S., he has resumed
his activities on behalf of the Democ-
racy for China Fund.
Shen is currently a doctoral candi-
date in political science at Boston
University. Amidst his studies, he
also travels iriternationally and con-
tinues to gain the support of well-kno- wn
figures such as the religious
leader Dalai Lama and Lech Walesa.
Shen will speak at 7:30 pjn. in
Mateer Auditorium. His visit is spon-
sored by the Speakers and Topics
Committee of the SAB, Cultural
Events Qxnrruttee, ISA, and the De-
partment of History. The lecture is
free and will be open to the public.
Compiled with information pro-
vided by NEWS SERVICES.
Great Decisions
addresses Kashmir territory issues
s
Anderson spoke Tuesday as part of
continued fromfront page
trial advantage. Pakistan has tried to
get close to the US. and China, only
to be abandoned when a battle with
India occurs. They realize, com-
mented Anderson, that they must rely
on themselves alone, and therefore
wish to keep their nuclear arms.
India, meanwhile, does not wish
forany outsiders to "invade" the sub-
continent. In the late 1960's they
fearedaPakistanOuU-S.allianc- e
which would try to restore the sub-
continent to Pakistan. In 1971. they
formed a treaty with the USSR as a
security measure. Now that the Cold j
War has ended, Anderson added that I
Indian policy is in confusion and be--'
cause of this they wish to hold on to its
arms. However, India has made policy
decisions in attempt to improve its
US. relations, such as recognizing
the state of Israel.
Anderson commented that the In--
IPO Program of
the Week:
IPO RELEASE
Attention everyone interested in
urban studies! The chance for you to
study and work off campus has ar-
rived. Next semester you could find
yourself in Portland, Oregon, study-
ing urban phenomena firsthand. Many
unique placement opportunities ex-
ist, and each student is given indi-
vidual attention when being placed in
the different sectors of the commu-
nity. Past students have found them-selv- es
at the Education Department at
the University ofPortland, Portland's
Future Focus Program and even the
Public Defender's Office.
Representatives of the urban se-
mester will be in the Lowry lobby,
Tuesday Feb. 23 from 11 am. to 1
pjn. A question and answer session
with Rodney Page will be held at 4
pjn. in Lowry room 118. We en-
courage all those interested to attend
and learn more about this excellent
opportunity.
Lecture speaker
i
photo by JOSHUA FAGANS
the Great Decisions Lecture series.
dian and Pakistani goals are incom
patible. Neither wishes to have a war
with the other, yet both wish to claim
Kashmir as its own. However, the
nuclear crisis seems less severe now
that both countries have agreed to tell
the other about all their military ma-
neuvers near the borders, so that no
misunderstandings will occur. Both
have revealed what arms they have,
and both have agreed to never bomb
the other's nuclear facilities. Ander-
son stated that while peace was frag-
ile, the situation looks a little more
optimistic.
LOADED WEAPON (PG-1- 3)
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Program focuses on
stumbling blocks tc
racial reconciliation
continued from front page
valion.
He made it clear that these Dointi
were not implicitly directed toward
blacks. His appeal was more univer-- j
sal, calling on all to make a stand for
the future of America. J
Osei stated that people must gat
beyond saying that all people are cre4
atea equal to a point wnere iney are
willing to lay down their own 'na-
tional loyalties of gender, sexual ori-
entation, culture, race and so forth.
He axnrnentcd on the fact that this
new century "is going to force us to
bend."
When it came to offering answers
for the readjustment of bigoted ideas,
Osei called the multi-cultur- al move-
ment fundamental.
Once Osei opened the floor for
discussion, a variety of issues was
raised. One student acknowledged
the fact that multicultural ism only
works if it is respected by all in--
Commenting on the present state of
racial ailairs in America, one siuocnt
said, "Nothing seems to have
changed" and that although the play-
ers are wearing different garb, the
game is still the same.
Rliv--k History Month events con
tinue on Saturday, February 19, with
Can Upchurch, founder ana execu-
tive director ofProgressive Prisoners
Movement, speaking on the topic of
"Unity Within the Black Commu-
nity" at 6:30 pjn. at Dene" House.
PHONE: 264-455- 4
'til 2 a.m. Fri. & Sat!
College Student Special
2 small pizzas with 2 cans of pop ONLY $6.99!
3 hem additional items $1.20
2 medium pizzas with 2-li- ter pop ONLY $9.99!
3 item additional item $L20 (covers both pizzas)
2 large pizzas with 2-li-ter pop ONLY $12.99!
3-it- em additional hems $1.40 (covers both pizzas)
DINING ROOM: Sun.-Thur- s. 4 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Fri. & Sat. til 4 a.m.
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Working for 'the good'
of people in our society
I was sitting around in my
room trying to justify my
major and what I want to do
with my life (something most
people do at my age) wnen I
had a disturbing thoughL
What ifyou're an individual
who believes it js important,
to do !the good", in your
society. Let us also suppose
you define "the good" as
what can be done to provide
basic means of sustenance
for the people in society who
need it most In other words, you
want to do what is most essential for
the abjectly impoverished and educa-
tionally bankrupt
The problem is this desire to do "the
good," as defined above (a desire I
sympathize with), is that the only
disciplines that can accomplish this
efficiently are the sciences, math and
engineering, and perhaps politics.
These respective fields of study ap-
pear to be the only ones that can bring
the meager lifestyles of the impover-
ished to a non --critical level. The
sciences(medicineincludcd)can raise
the standard of living for the poor and
provide skills for the growing de-
mand for science-relate- d jobs. Engi-
neering is an extension of the study of
science to a practical form. Political
science leads indirectly to the formu-
lation of policy thai can better the
state of those in urban or rural misery.
It must be understood these fields of
study do not, themselves, better the
lives of those in the worst condition in
society. They simply have the great-
est power to work for "the good."
The humanities, on the other hand,
while presenting the individual who
studies them with stimulation and
gratification, do very little for the
collective in regard to doing "the
good." Music, art, history, English,
philosophy, and the like are certainly
important to society. They give the
collective something to live for and
make life meaningful. But what do
they do to relieve the downtrodden of
pain and suffering? What does writ- -
O DOD
F Cloudy vnA 6e?F"
ing brilliant critical papers
onHenry James, interpret-
ing aspects of the Spanish
Civil War, or understand-
ing concepts expressed by
Kant and Camus really
have to do with helping a
working class family. in
Michigan, pay off
.
huge
medical expenses Who
does it feed and what op-
portunities does it give to
Columnist unskilled people in the in
ner city?
Sure the person who studies these
things is made more complete by them
and they can even provide pleasure
for other well off, educated people
around the country. But are those the
people who really need it? It would
seem that if you believe in doing "the
good" then the study of the humani-
ties is inadequate for the task.
A counter to this was presented to
me by some of my friends who study
theaforemenuoned humanities. They
argued that teaching, an essential as-
pect ofdoing "the good," can be done
in any field. Second, they argued that
if everyone in their college years
rushed to the sciences, in order to
effectively do "the good," and if we
tried to give the meek thorough scien-
tific and mathematical knowledge, it
would result in imbalance. These
fellow humanists stated that we would
end up with a cold, soulless, unfulfilled
generation that knew only profit and
means of production.
I am not quite persuaded by this,
however. Teaching is critical to help-
ing the poor, but the things that need
tote taught shcRild be prioritized to do
the most "good." Teaching lower
class high school students about how
great Moby Dick is, or giving them a
corrrpreheiisiveuiiderstandingof Brit-
ish history does little for their practi-
cal well being. They would come to
you two years after graduation (as-
suming they passed the minimum
competent test and graduated at all)
continued on page 4, col. 4
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The Greeks should learn
a lesson from Harambee
The pledging process
here at the College will in-
evitably undergo some se-
rious changes during the
next few months. The opin-
ions of the trustees, admin-
istration, faculty, and even
the-- students have - turned
against the sections and
clubs on campus; and, be-
cause of the recent inci-
dents of alleged hazing,
little can be done to alter
these feelings.
So instead of fighting the changes,
ICC and ISC should (and I expect
they will) get together and formulate
an alternative initiation process that
will appease Campus Council while
also keeping some of the positive
aspects of pledging intacL The first
place the Greeks should look for ad-
vice is the Men of Harambee.
The Men ofHarambee have proved
that the two-wee- k pledging period is
not needed (and I think it's obvious to
everyone that pledging will not exist
in a few years), fledging, in theory, is
done to educate the pledges, bring the
croup closer together, and to give the
current members something fun to
do. Most groups also claim that the
process will test the dedication of the
pledges. I would add that pledging is
a way of reassuring the Greek organi
zations that they chose quality people
to be new members.
If the members knew the pledges
better before accepting them, than
these two weeks wouldn't be neces-
sary. The Men of Harambee know
what they're getting before accepting
new members.
Harambee holds the equivalent of
the Greek rushes with an open
.
house
at the beginning 01 me year.
Harambee. unlike the Greeks, does
not choose who it will accept at this
poinL "I don't think with rushes you
can get a good feel of the genuine
interest of a prospective in the pro-
gram and agenda," Harambee presi
dent Sean Harris said.
Once the prospectives are intro--
tfvvr but clat.' --4l-
CJMMO lattmr Mela, lim. va
Know utH HaLrQFrvmTjt
Over.
duced to the group and its
goals and expectations
through the open house,
Harambee holds a series of
interviews with the students
who are pursuing entrance.
The first is a group inter-4vie- w.
followed by two indi-
vidual interviews. After
each phase the list of pro-
spectiveEST" members is paired
down.
Editor-in-chi-ef Harambee is selective (it
only has eight members on
campus), but it is probably the tightest
group at Wooster. "Too many mem-
bers can potentially bring down cohe-sivenes- s,"
Harris said. They know
each other, respect each other, and
have no need for pledging - the dedi-
cation of their new members is not
questioned because it is such a select
group. "The commitment is lOOper-cen- L
Our love for each other is real,"
Harris said.
Granted, no club or section shares
with Harambee the unifying element
of a common heritage, but this does
not preclude unity altogether.
The Greeks, if they want to survive
at Wooster, should learn to be more
selective before handing out bids, and
using an interview process would be
an excellent way to achieve this end.
The result will be smaller, tighter sec- -
tions and clubs that don't need two
weeks of pledging to scrutinize the
dedication of the prospectives.
Without "Hell Week," the Greeks
will avoid the glare of the campus
spotlight when initiating and thus re-
gain the respect of the College com-
munity, while also ensuring that the
members will be devoted enough to
learn the groups history, goals, and
expectations.
"On the whole, I think we're pretty
much respected by the administra-
tion," Harris said. If the Greeks learn
from the example set by the Men of
Harambee and show that they will .
work with Campus Council to resolve
the current problems, the respect and
trust will follow.
Page 4
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Santa Claus
This week. President
Clinton makes his debut in
a rote he is unaccustomed to
and doesn't like very much.
He didn't get any practice
for it on the campaign trail,
where candidates usually
opt for the Santa Oaus mode
that was mocked by Paul
Tsongas. Anything else is
treated as political suicide.
The shallowness of the
American Dublic. rxliti- -
cians think, knows no
bounds.
(Some voting data suggests this
may be true. Did people really believe
Ronald Reagan could cut their taxes,
raise military spending, and then bal-
ance the budget? Or were they just in
a state of mass denial?)
Yet reality makes its chilling pres-
ence felt quickly once a candidate
reaches the Oval Office, with occa-
sional exceptions (somehow, Reagan
comes to mind again.) So the once-sun- ny
face ofBillClin ton, now turned
somber, has shown up twice this week
on national television, selling sacri-
fice to Congress and the American
people. Santa Claus has become a
rncrchant ofpain. The man w ho prom-
ised to cut taxes on the middle class is
Letters
Smoking policy baffles non-smok- er
I find the College of Wooster' s
smoking policy particularly baffling
because it represents one of many
significant policy contradictions on
campus.
It would be funny if it was not so
pathetic.
It's well known that smoking (to-
bacco, crack, cocaine, etc.) is hazard-
ous to one's health. It is also well
known that second-han- d smoke is
carcinogenic.
Knowing this, the college inaugu-
rated a new smoking policy wherein
smoking was restricted to particular
areas on campus.
These smoking sections included
such locations as one's dorm room,
select areas of the Lowry cafeteria
(huh?), select areas of Mom's (huh?),
and the bowling alley.
Hello? Is it just me or have they
overlooked that these smoking desig-
nated areas are high traffic areas or
areas where a full-function- ing olfac-
tory nerve is required? (No food jokes
in this article!)
Smoking is carcinogenic, a bad
thing, and not one of those mere
occupational hazards ofevery day life.
If the College believes it is necessary
to inflict its students with an educa-
tion ofpolitical correctness as a means
ofdetering future generations of "red-
necked heathens (Smell that? Yep.
as a new merchant of pain
now planning to raise them
across the board, although
most heavily on the
wealthy. This is the oppo-
site of what Reagan did in
1981. It's bener policy, but
a much harder selL
I don't mean to criticize
Clinton for breaking his
campaign promise. As with
George Bush's rxxorious
1988 "no new taxes" line, it
would be more appropriate
to criticize an unrealistic
promise that never should have been
made in the first place, precisely be-
cause it obviously would be neces-
sary to break it.
At this point, the key to salvaging
public goodwill is for Clinton to make
his tax increases appear fair. This is
difficult, since the American taxpayer
interprets "fair" as taxing somebody
else. Polls indicate that most of the
public is willing to support Clinton's
plan. However, the spirit of self-sacrifi- ce
in the name of deficit reduction
extends only so far, to about an extra
$100 per household per year. With
one eye openly poised on 1996,
Clinton is constrained from asking for
more.
The pain of economic realism may
that's sarcasm), then shouldn't it ap-
ply the same scrutiny to smokers?
After all, smokers can be equally of-
fensive.
So why has this lunacy been per-
mitted to persist? Could it be that
because the campus is so hypersensi-
tive to minority groups that it lumped
smokers right in with them? (Think
about it, smokers are becoming a mi-
nority group; individual smokers are
either quitting or assuming room tem-
perature. )
Or coukl it be that the College is too
paranoid about"offending" smokers?
Or are the powers that be simply
demonstrating absurdity by being
absurd? You decide.
Because of the dangers associated
with smoking, it would only seem
logical for The College of Wooster to
ban smoking in public areas. Other
colleges, universities and business
have banned smoking in their build-
ings, why not Wooster?
If, per chance, the mere fact that
smoking is known to cause cancer,
emphysema, etc., is not a strong
enough reason, maybe the College
should ban smoking on campus as a
symbolic means of surorting Presi-
dent Rodham (Clinton sorry).
BENJAMIN F. GARMER, IV
junior
NOTE: Letters can not exceed 300 words and must be received by
5pjn. on the Tuesday prior to Friday's issue to be consideredfor
publication. Letters must be typed and double-space- d, andmust
contain the writer'sfullname andfaddress. No anonymous letters
will be consideredforpublication. Submit all letters to campus box
3187. The editors ofthe Voice reserve the right to hold or edit any
letters recieved .
VIEWPOINTS
actually be a relief from other busi-
ness that has preoccupied Clinton
during his first weeks in office. He
seems finally to have cut short the
Attorney General fiasco by appoint-
ing a woman with nochildren. (Crimi-
nal law experience also a plus.) Janet
Reno is a politically safe choice, but
the big loser here is Kimba Wood,
who lost her chance at the job due p
illegal actions committed not by her-
self, but by ZoS Baird.
The debate over gays in the military
was a good chance for Clinton to be
seen refusing to back down from a
promise in the face of strong opposi-
tion. Yet he did not fully take advan-
tage of this, agreeing to put the issue
off for six rnoruhs, and then publicly
apologizing for spending so much
time on it. In a democracy where
people constandy disagree cverpolicy,
u is unnecessary to apologize for tak-
ing time to discuss a controversial
topic Hopefully, through persistence,
Clinton will win majority support for
his position.
A bright spot amidst the chaos in
Washington was Clinton's signing of
thefarnilyleave bill,which Bush twice
vetoed in a breathtaking show of en-thusia- sm
for family values. Stay tuned
for the next episode.
The media could use
Regarding: President William
Jefferson Clinton
The other day, my friend Jim came
rushing into my room after he heard a
loud crash and smell ed smoke com-
ing from within. He entered to find
me sitting on the floor eating a piece
ofbroccoti,drinking ;new Crystal Clear
Diet Pepsi (I swear it tastes different),
and laughing profusely at the fact that
I had just thrown a brick through my
television screen. It wasn't that I had
a mental breakdown because of some
diet that I'm on, it was because I just
heard Tom Brokaw on the NBC
Nightly News report that the Clinton
presidency was "failing" and basi-
cally, I lost it.
Tell me how it is that a man who
has been in office for less than 30 days
could have a failing presidency?
Hello? Excuse me? Isn't his term
supposed to last four years? I think
it's time for the media to undergo a
reality check.
In Clinton's first four weeks as
president, he has lifted the ban on
Administration should have been given equal time to respond
I am writing in regards lo the article
printed in last week's edition of the
Voice entitled "Administrators and
you: A relationship built on ?"
I can understand that with the vari-
ous incidents which have recently
occurred on our campus and the per-
ceived lack of response from our be-
loved administration that people feel
the need to express their displeasure
in a public fashion.
However, when someone as presti-
gious as the Editor-in-Chi- ef of the
campus newspaper decides to write
'What to do with
continuedfrom page 3
and say. "Thanks a lot. Teach. I still
remember the differences between
Hobbes' and Locke's views on social
order but I'm unemployed and have
no real life." Science and math again
prove themselves to be most essential
in giving underprivileged children a
chance at real post-gradua- te educa-
tion and a decent standard of living.
Likewise, giving the youth an em-
phasis on math and science will not
necessarily leave them cold and soul-
less young people. It just gives them
a chance to fulfill themselves in ways
The application deadline for the 1993-9-4 Editor-in-Chi-ef
position on The Wooster Voice has passed,
but applications for Editor of Goliard magazine are
currently being accepted by the Publications Com-
mittee (contact Deb Shostak).
The Voice editor is expected to be appointed
before Spring Break, so those interested in being on
next year's staffshould contact the Voice office at ext.
2598 (263-259- 8) after the break to get more
a reality check as they deal with Clinton
informed consent regarding abortions
-giving all women back some of their
rights that were so graciously taken
away by President Bush.
He signed the family leave bill
which enables men and women to
take care of their new born babies and
dying parents and still have ajob.' He
lifted (sort of) the ban on gays in the
military which will prove, if nothing
else, that he has the balls to dowhat he
promised. He also ordered the Penta-
gon to cut billions of dollars out of
their budget, cut White House perks,
had economic summit meetings, two
weekly radio programs, a televised
"town meeting" (although I'll admit,
I got bored and switched to Letterman),
and now he's letting the U.N. take
over Operation Restore Hope (I'm
gonna be ill) in Somalia.
A Bosnian peace proposal, vacci-
nations for youngsters, and a revised
health care plan is on the way.
Whew! !! Sounds like one lazy presi-
dent to me.
So why has the media been so aid- -
an article about bow one student's
dealings with the adniinistration has
gone poorly, it is the writer's respon-
sibility to fully investigate the situa-
tion firsthand.
To my knowledge, the writer did
not contact any of the administrative
offices mentioned in her article in
order to get the administration's side
of the story.
It is true that her friend and mine
had some fairly serious financial dif-
ficulties with the College.
It is also true that students often fail
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a major in . . . V
that were previously denied to them.
I am told by these friends that I am
suffering from typical bourgeois lib-
eral guilt. They say people like me try
to make themselves feel better for
being well off. Maybe that's true.
Nevertheless, I see a real problem in
this country and a need for "the good"
to be executed as soon as possible and
I am unsure how people like myself
(mathscience incompetents) can do
so effectively. And while I fumble
around trying to decide what to do, the
majority of Ohio high school students
are failing their proficiency tests re-
quired for a diploma.
cal of President Clinton Zoe BairdV
Kimba Wood? In a month they won't
add up to one line on the news wire.
Maybe it's Hillary R. Ointon? No,
once they realize she's only helping
Bill and the gang, she'll be old news.
So what is it? Perhaps the media is
simply bored and in need of contro-
versy. Since Clinton's not doing any-
thing they can really harp on, they
take the few problems he's had and
blow them up. All of the sudden his
presidency is in troubleor"falling." It
amazes me how easily the media can
interpret a few glitches indicative of
any major party presidential transi-
tion as the doom of a presidency. It
shows how shallow the media really
is.
So ifyou hear insane laughter com-
ing from Holden, it's probably me
shredding ibcNew York rimes or the
Akron Beacon Journal into little bits.
Where do they get these reporters?
A. MILES SIMMONS
senior
to realize that even though Mom and
Dad may be footing the bill, it is
ultimately the student's responsibil-
ity to rneet deadlines set by the admin-
istration.
What I am trying to say here is that
even when taking into account the
administration's recent track record
on a few select issues, we need to be
sure and give them a fair shake, as
their job is anything but easy.
NATE GARNER
senior
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Ball performs tonight in Mom's
Friday, February 19
Video.The Underground, SJ50
8:00 p.m. - Boomerang
Mom's Truckstop, 9:00 p.m.-1- 1.
--00 p.m.
Spotlight Showcase: Thomas
Bali - Depeche Mode... Hew Or-
der... Information Society Era-
sure. Enjoy tunes from these art-
ists as well as his own original
music.
Scot Lanes hosts the Red Pin
Special! 9:00 p.m. - 11:00 pjn.
Win Free Games!!
Saturday, February 20
Travel to CCSJ (Center of
Science and Industry) or The
City Center Mall! 10:30 ajn.-6:30p.- m.
Signupattheinfodesk.
Seating is limited, so HURRY!!
7:30 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.
Mateer, 51
Film: Death Becomes Her
Sunday, February 21
Bowling League, 7:00p.m.
Scot Lanes
Wednesday, February 24
7:30 p.m. Mateer Auditorium
Speaker Shen Tong, a leader
of the 1 989 democracy movement
in Tiananmen Square.
V t f f
the
J
photojJipyided by SAB
Depeche Mode . New Order . Information Society Erasure. Tunes
from these artists as well as original musk is what you'll hear at tonight's
Thomas Ball concert to be held in Mom's Truckstop tonight at 9 p.m.
Ball's show is promised to exude energy! Sponsored by the Performing
Arts Committee of the Student Activities Board.
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School ofFish:Who are these people?
Children should
stay away from
the Cannoriball
TODD ANDERSON
Staff Writer
Every year, hundreds upon hun-
dreds of LPs, singles, and compila-
tions are released. And, as we all
know, every release has a chance of
either being absolutely incredible or
flat out crap. So, please allow me to
give you a little advice (trust me, it
will help you decrease the chance of
making the wrong choice..). Stay as
far away as possible from School of
Fish's new LP Human Cannonball.
Human Cannonball is due to be
released on February 23rd of this year
by our good friends atCapitol Records.
Just try to imagine that it's radioactive
(actually, listening to it has an effect
similar to chugging a bottle .of Mr.
Clean, but at a fourth of the cost!!!).
School of Fish was formed three
years ago in LA. by Josh Clayton-Fe- lt
and Michael Ward. After finding
a drummer and a bassist, their debut
LP School of Fish was released in
April of 1991.
During a nine month period follow-
ing this date, the Fish put together an
extensive jour that took them across
'the tJS, tip to Canada, and-abroadt- o
England.
Their "hit" song, "Three Strange
Days" from their debutLP, fared well.
It received some airplay and, fortu-
nately for us, enjoyed only limited
RECORD REVIEW
exposure on MTV.
So, the Fish took all of this experi-
ence, stuck it in a backpack, and
marched off to create their second LP
Human Cannonball. Unfortunately,
it sounds as if they accidentally left
their backpack at home.
Their first step was to employ the
help ofproducer Matt Wallace(which
I think might have been the start of
their problems) who has done work
for Faith No More and The Replace-
ments. Wallace was supposed to have
aided the Fish in recording their"live"
sound in a studio setting... the result is
a mass of confusion.
The Fish describe Hu
man Cannonball best by
saying4.. jt'seclecuc,it's
also cohesive. Lyrics are
bom out of metaphysical
and socio-politic- al
musings..." Well, I hope
that clears everything up.
Basically, what I think they are trying
to say is, "We don't know what the
hell this is. . .but we're getting paid! ! !"
The feature track called 'Take Me
Anywhere" was originally titled'Take
Me Anywhere But Here, This Place
Sucks." Now, that leaves me wonder-
ing, what do these guys really think of
themselves? If they are really that
unhappy thendisbandmentwouldcer-tainl- y
have to be my advice. t
"TakeMe Any where" flys you in a
circle and plops, you down in the
middle of nowhere. In this track (and
in most others) the Fish try to incorpo-
rate grunge, metal, and I don't know
what else.
This song might find its place in a
cheesy low budget film telling a story
ofan adolescent dealing with the pres-
sures of life. Now, if you would like
to hear the phrase "Take me any-where"cha- nted
several hundred times,
then this is most definitely the song
foryou.
The third track is slightly worse. In
this dandy the singer sounds like he
has a hundred pound wad of dip stuck
in his lower lip. Using this attractive
effect he wails, "I saw you dancing in
the window sill. People say you will
always will!" I will spare you the rest
of the details.
Now, the fourth track isn't quite as
Basically, what I think they re
trying to say is, 'We don't know
what the hell this is, . .but
we're getting paid!!'
bad (well, at least the first minute of
it). "Fountain" is a nice soothing
blend ofpop guitar, vocals, and drums.
However, our heroes attempt to force
too much out of this song. Subse-
quently it comes across much like the
resL
,So, if you are beginning to get the
feeling that I did not like this album,
crivc vcHirsclf twentv rjoints. Caoitol
, Records might be wise to create a ,
' "Consumer Advisory" sticker to slap
on this puppy.
Then, maybe, thousands of chil-
dren across America can be saved
from the disappointment of disap-
pointment. -
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JJUNIOR LAUREN COHEN
Treasurer:
FIRST-YEA- R DAVID HIROTA
"I ami not running for thelabel or the position I'm run-
ning for the responsibility. I
possess an open mind and non-bias- ed
opinions. ... I willj pick
a diverse group ofpeople for the
FAC ... fm the man.
-
ri February 19, 1993
: sga
Contested Races
President:
a . :
; J
v.
"I plan to improve
student awareness of
SGA on campus ....I
plan to work as dili-
gently as possible to
ensure that the reso-
lutions of the various
committees of the
SGA are carried out
by the SGA and by
the administration
when necessary or
appropriate. ... A
greater number of
students need to be
involved in the gov-
erning process.'
FIRST-YEA- R JOE KOSTAKIS
r
SOPHOMORE JULIE MAYNE
"My knowledge of the fund-
ing guidelines and expressed
interest to promote fair alloca-
tions is the best qualification I
can offer. ... I am responsible
and can be counted on to be fair
and hard-working- ."
"I believe that I can
give a lot to this posi-uo- n
... As a sopho-
more I will have a lot
of time, in addition to
my potential, to com-
mit to this great task.
... I have ideas on se-
curity concerns, and I
am open to other
ideas. ... I also be-
lieve students are
severed from the
Wooster community.
... I will increase
upper level courses
offered to first-yea- rs
and support Greek
Life."
r - r
- r
FIRST-YEA- R DAN ROEDER
Campus Council
"It is the message
we are voting on, not
the image ... I will
promote interesting
and entertaining
activites. ... I am an
independent, but I
support Greek Life ...
No more Greek bash-
ing. ...Roeder knows
the voter."
Mernber-at-Larg- e position
candidate statements
SOPHOMORE
PETER HAHN:
"I will play as active a role on
Campus Council as possible,
address all the issues and repre-
sent the students fully. I am
prepared for challenging and
rewarding experiences ... Iwant
to be active and make a
SOPHOMORE
MARGUERTTTEJOHNSTON
"I am not pro or anti-Gree- k,
but I would promote cohesion
to tackle the situation without
drawing a line between the stu-
dent body, faculty and staff ... I
would promote compromise
between the student body, fac-
ulty and staff ... We as a student
body need to come together as a
whole."
FIRST-YEA- R
BEN PEREZ
"Campus Council needs a per-
son who is willing to reinvest
his experience in future years
rather than someone who will
graduate after only one year on
Campus Council ...someone
who will have to live with the
decisions Council makes."
SOPHOMORE
DON WALTER
"fl believe that experience is
worthwhile ...lam aware of the
responsibility and the organiza-
tion of Council as the current
Judicial board secretary and rep-
resentative to the Publications
Committee. ...I am an efficient
and dedicated worker ... and I
will serve to the best of my
ability."
All information on these pages provided by SGA.
Voice photos by PAUL BORDEN.
SGA voting will be held Tuesday, Feb. 23, between the hour
wnmaair. ra
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Vice-preside- nt for
StudentAffairs
: : -- i
L
SOPHOMORE DAN EPHRAIM
Director ofPublic
Relations
FIRST-YEA- R
PUNEET BHAGCHANDANI
rs of 5 and 7
"I will promote SGA bypulling in members of the stu-
dent body who bring ideas to the
Senate to join with the commit-
tee members ... I will include
the student body and help it to
gain a louder voice ... JI willFocus on security, parking and
FoodService."
"People still don't know about
SGA...II believe there needs to
be proper communication be-
tween SGA and the students. I
want to make sure every student
knows SGA and is a part of
SGA, and I think there needs to
be proper coverage of SGA in
the Voice."
Vice-preside- nt for
Academic Affairs
FIRST-YEA- R AMY MENK
Director of
Student Services and
Special Projects
SOPHOMORE PAUL KLETZLY
"My experiences have pre-
pared me to fill the position of
Vice-preside- nt for Academic
Affairs
.JAs a memberofSGA
this year I was chair of the
Student Employment Commit-
tee, the Smoking Committee,
and a member of the Educa-
tional Affairs Committee, the
committee I wouldchair as Vice-presiden- t."
1
"SGAJ is something that I
wee, inai i can maxe ine aeoica-tio- n
to ... I will work on airport
buses, large storage, and small
storage."
Tuesday's
Choices
President
jv Lauren Cohen
2 Joseph Kostakis
Daniel Roeder
Vice-Preside- nt for
StudentAffairsy Daniel Ephraim
Vice-Preside- nt for
Academic Affairsy Amy Menk
.
Treasurery David Hirota
y Julie Mayne
Public Relations
Directory Puneet Bhagchandani
Director ofStudent
Services and Special
Projects
y Paul Kletzly
Campus Council
Members-at-Larg- e
y Peter Hahn
v Margueritte Johnston
y Ben Perez
y Don Walter
Currently, there are no candidates
for the position of secretary. Any
student wishing to participate in a
write-i-n campaign for this position is
invited to do so.
Elections for Senate positions will
be held in the fall of 1993.
p.m. in Kittredge and Lowry dining halls
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Rock garden site for contemplation
GRAHAM STEVENS
Staff Writer
It seems fining that a college which
has an endowment for the trees on
campus would also have a tribute to
them as well. Hidden in the dark
alcove between Kenardcn Lodge and
Galpin Memorial Building is a subtle
reminder of the trees' grandeur and
ability to withstand time. To the
untrained eye they appear as a bunch
of random rocks that were too big for
the grounds crew to haul away; to an
artist they are a soothing blend of
contemporary art and raw nature.
Lifetime Earthtime (Before, After,
and Now) was created by Winifred
Lutz,a nationally renowned artist who
is known for her large, site integrated
sculpture. Because she was the inau-
gural Visiting Dillon Lecturer in Art,
Lutz was asked to design a piece for
the College. The entire process took
over two years from start to finish and
was a co-operat- ive effort by students,
faculty, administrators and Lutz.
The ground-breakin- g of the project
occurred on October 3, 1991 and by
mid October of that same year it was
completed. Students who worked on
the project soon found out that Lutz
had a definite vision of the finished
product and the work was tedious,
often moving the rocks only millime-
ters in one direction or another. Once '
the positions of the rocks were estab-
lished, the inscriptions which range
from the informauve. "AN ACORN
EM 1 766. AND NOW BEFORE YOU
THIS WHITE OAK" to the philo-
sophical. "HOW MANY LIVES IN
A COLLEGE? HOW MUCH TIME
EM A TREE?" were sandblasted into
the rock faces.
The rocks, which range in shape
from an obelisk-lik- e white pillar to a
jagged tongue-lik- e creation with holes,
weigh between fifteen pounds and a
From the killing fields of
The first of our Great Decisions.
Personal Consequences series, which
will recount thepersonal experiences
and perspectives of members of the
campus community relating to the
important issues of the day.
This interview follows the campus
visit offormer Cambodian refugee
and New York Tunes photographer
Dith Pran.
STEFAN A. BIELSKI
Staff Writer
Bunna Seng is a sophomore politi-
cal science major from Santa Ana,
California. But his childhood was far
from the stereotypical version Holly-
wood gives us of suburban life in
Southern California.
When Bunna Seng was a year old,
living in the rural agrarian town of
Butabang, Cambodia, the Khmer
Rouge came to power. Already. Cam-
bodia had lived through secret Ameri-
can bombings, a LLS. backed coup,
and years of corruption and bloody
r :
r : ' III
' . l I
photo provided by NEWS SERVICES
Senior Sally Collins assists artist Winifred Lutz with the installation of
her sculpture in October 1991. The sculpture is located between
Galpin and Kenarden.
couple of tons. "The rocks were not-rando- mly
selected or found laying
around elsewhere on campus; they
were hand-picke- d from a scrap pile at
the Briar Hill quarry by Lutz herself.
A bit of the College itself is included
in the encomium of nature; the two
rounded semicircular pieces were
extracted from the College's recy-
clable building materials area.
Lutz's intent was for the stone gar-
den to be unobtrusive and to blend in
with the surroundings. She has done
such a good job that many students
civil war. The Khmer Rouge, an
indigenous communist movement,
had yet to undertake the genocide of
millions of Cambodians. Bunna's
father was arrested. As families were
suspect too. Bunna. not quite five
yean old, left with his mother and his
younger brother and sister. Their
destination was Thailand.
Though only a hundred miles or so,
it was a journey that would take six
months. "It was very dangerous. The
Khmer Rouge would kill anyone
trying to escape Bunna recalls, "we
brought rice, some fish, we picked
fruit on the way."
"There were many robbers. People
brought gold with them. It was the
only way they could hope to get out
and survive. Robbers killedthey
could do anything to us...but we hid
superbly." Once after Bunna and his
family met up with other people es-
caping when there was a robbery
nearby: "We hid in the bushes. We
were separated
"We saw many dead bodies before
X'
--jr$j-2r;
are unaware that H is not natural, and
move some of the rocks around.
Kathleen McManus Zurko, the cu-
rator of the art museum said, "I feel
like I have moved one of the rocks
back in place twenty times. The rock
which is supposed to lie by the base of
the tree closest to Galpin is never
where it is supposed to be. It's always
showing up in really random out-o- f-
place positions. I have no idea where
it is now.
continued on page 9, col. 4
Cambodia
reaching the Thai border. My mom
would carry me so I wouldn't see
them, but) I saw dead Cambodian
soldiers and civilians. They starved,
or died from disease. Some were
shot by the Khmer Rouge."
When they reached the Thai border
there were Thai soldiers waiting:
"They took us to camp and we were
given food. The Camp held thou-
sands all of Cambodians escaping the
Khmer Rouge. We lived in a tent.
Laterwe got a cabin, because we were
there a long time."They worked there
for two years. "If we didn't work,
there was no food to eat." There too,
there was robbing and killing.
Be fore arriving in the United S tates,
.
his family was forced to spend three
more years in another camp. Finally
in the U.S., Bunna and his family ma
their sponsor, who helped them get a
place to live, jobs, public assistance,
and enrolled in schools.
They lived in Alexandria, Virginia
fora while and then moved to Califor-
nia. Bunna and his siblings learned
Finding love at Wooster
REBECCA DEWINE
Assistant Feature Editor
The Office of Alumni Relations
was busy last week mailing pink post-car-ds
to 1 ,896 married Wooster al umni
couples. The greeting on the card is
captured in a heart and wishes the
recipients a"Happy Valentine's Day,"
for as the card stales, "This is a perfect
time to send you a special greeting
from the College."
Some who received the Valentine's
cards are used to receiving mail from
Wooster. They have children who go
here. And these alumni have heard
plenty of stories about dating at
Wooster in the sixties. Things were
very different then," said Dick Wynn
'64, "We actually dated in those days."
Kathy and Dick Wynn, parents of
recent graduate David Wynn, had to
find ways around the strict rules which
Wooster then held. Kathy Wynn, a
1967 graduate, said she met her hus-
band while cutting chapel. Instead of
attending the required service, they
opted for the "Shack," a coffee shop
which seems to have been the hippest
spot on campus, according to reports
from nostalgic alumni, and pages of
devotion to it in yearbooks. It was a
place to play 'bridge," to have a coke
or coffee, and to meet friends and
dates, according to Dick Wynn.
Although the Wynns found each
other by skipping chapel, the Sunday
morning service was a place to set up
dates as well. "Meet me at the rock
after chapel" was a commonly heard
utterance during the service. "The
rock," now located between Kauke
and McGaw, holds a long tradition of
romantic encounters. Couples went
there to meet for a first date, "pin" a
serious relationship, and even pro-
pose marriage, according to sopho-
more Elise Bates, whose parents
graduated from Wooster in 1968.
Required chapel attendance was not
to the corn fields of Ohio
English quickly, and excelled in
school. He has not seen his father
since he was arrested. His mother
believes his father was killed by the
Khmer Rouge, as were many other
relatives. But Bunna holds out hope.
He also holds guarded hope for his
homeland, though he is "not optimis-
tic." He would someday like to return
there to help rebuild his nation.
Bunna was elated to see Dith Pran
come to Wooster. "He is popular in
the Cambodian community. It is very
important for him to be here ...and
get out the message.
He is glad to be in rural Ohio. He is
"getting used to the cold." but in some
ways "it takes me back to my village"
in Cambodia. He wan ted to get out of
California, where he could "do things
on his own" and not be sheltered by
friends and family.
Next week in Great Decisions, Per-
sonal Consequences: Indian and Pa-
kistani students talk about their dif-
ferences, commonalities, and hopes
for thefuture.
the only rule that the Wynns had to
face which has since been abolished.
There was also restricted visitation
forwomen only. At five minutes until
the 11 pjn. curfew, lights would
flicker to signal gentleman callers to
leavewomen'sresidencehalls. Bates'
mother said men "wouldn teven think
of sneaking up in dorms," fearing the
high penalty ofsuspension. Bates said
that men were not even allowed in the
women's rooms for many years and
that the "lounges became mashing
sessions a half an hour before" the
men were required to leave.
One issue of ihe Index reported that
"If nothing else was going on, on the.
campus, Holden parlor usually suf-
ficed for an evening's date. By 9:00
on a weekend night, there was stand-
ing room only."
Page boxes werephced in women's
rooms so that they could be buzzed if
they had a visitor. If the woman was
not in, the male guest would leave pet
names in the sign-in-boo- k, to insure
secrecy. The only phones were in the
halls, and when a woman had a call
from a mart, the student who answered
the call would shout "MancalTdown
the hall, said Bates.
The strict policies for visiting were
not relaxed even if the students were
engaged to be married. Dick Wynn,
who graduated three years before his
wife Kathy, came back to Wooster to
teach when Kathy was a junior. He
remembers that Kathy was required
to obtain a parental letter ofconsent so
that she could visit his apartment.
Only when the letter was approved by
the Dean of Women could she visit
her Fiance" "at appropriate times...not
to spend the night of course."
The Wynns got married the sum-
mer before Kathy s senior year. They
had their first son, David, in Wooster,
and he returned later to attend school
continued on page 9, col. 1
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photo by PAUL BORDEN
Sophomore Bunna Seng came to
Ohio via Cambodia and Santa Ana,
California.
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Alumni found
continued from page 8
here himself.
The Wynn story is not uncommon.
Many who have planted the roots of
their relationships in Wooster are ea-
ger to send their children here Bill
and Kathy Fiewelling, for example,
may succeed in sending all five of
their daughters to Wooster, with se-ni-or
Molly and sophomore Arme here
now, one daughter already graduated
and twins in high school are on their
way.
Senior Jermy McCreight and first-ye- ar
Gordon McCreight are products
ofa Wooster marriage. Their parents
graduated in 1966. Jenny reports that
her father tapped in on the advanced
technology which was on its way to
Wooster in the sixties in order to
advance his romantic ploys. Jermy
said her father worked in the
Treasurer's Office, which had the
r1v mmnuvrnn fammn al the time.1 VS immrm wa -- -f "
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gram to match up students foradance.
i According to Jermy, her father rigged
YAW
spouses during
thf. nnrxrram cn that his name would
appear as his future wife' s date for the
dance.
To this day my mother complains
that she didn't get a chance to see who
srewculd be paired with," saysJennyt,
who is following in her parents" foot-
steps, having been recently engaged
to marry Wooster alum Greg Hoskins.
Junior Can Boardman's story about
her parents involves a Wooster tradi-
tion of first year orientation which has
since dkd, the"freshman mixer." The
dance was held in Severance, which
was the gymnasium, and mandated
that the first years crawl into the gym
to symbolize their young status on
campus.
Boardman's father, a member of
die class of 1970, was a sophomore
when her mother entered as a first
year student On campus early for
fbcbal,heandsomeother team mem-
bers climbed to the balcony to view
the new women on campus.
WiththehelpofnratchmakerByron
Morris, who worked in Admissions
then and iscurrently theFighting Scots
Solution from your Appte Campus ftosollor:
tho porfoct Macintosh systom to fit your budgot.
Two inexpensive combinations
thatwill help you survive even the
most grueling semester
Pepperori and Mushroom.
?
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college years
Public Address Announcer, the two
were introduced. They were married
shortly after Boardman's mother
graduated.
The Boardrnans were friends with
another couple at Wooster, the
Whitakers, who also happen to be the
parents of current students, Kristen
(senior) and Suzanne (first-year- ).
Kristen Whitaker said her parents
met in Dr. Fred Cropp's Geology
class. "Mom played idiot," she said,
so that her father could tutor her
mother.
At graduation, Mr. Whitaker
boasted to Dr. Cropp that if it were not
for him, his future wife would not be
graduating. Cropp laughed and told
him that she had received a better
grade than he.
Whitaker's family has a history of
finding marriage partners atWooster.
Her grandparents also met at the Col-
lege, as well as her aunt and uncle.
With 17 of Wooster alumni be-
ing the knot, it really makes you think
about who you lend your geology
notes to.
a
Celebrating
the trees
continued from page &
As the Spring approaches and the
snow begins to melt, takea walk with
a friend and an open mind and enjoy
the serenity of this garden. Sit on one
of the crudely shaped benches and
enjoy the soothing coolness of the
stone. Ponder the words which are
carved deeply into the rock which is
supporting your back and forget that
you should be working on I.S. or
finishing that paper for English.
In the near future, a detailed pam-
phlet which includes the details and
pictures of this garden will be pub-
lished and can be picked up in Galpin
Hall or in the Art Museum. The
majority of the information in this
article can be credited to this brochure
and Kathleen McManus Zurko.
On tap for next week: That crazy
wrought iron bud next to the PEC.
what is that thing?
The affordable, new Apple StyleWhterB and'Apple Macmtosb Color Oassic
Introcing the most affordable color Macintosh' sys-- while still fitting within your budget. See this new system
today at Apple Campus Reseller Where you 1 11 get spe--tern ever The new Macintosh Color Classic' computer gives your
youashambntSMyTr (Mri&i?K4Miaikfr And
Lmnanelw discover the power of MatoshTherrmore
StyleWriter' II printer delivers stunning, laser-quali- ty output college students choose. The power
to be your best. W.
For further information contact Chris Hamilton
in Taylor HaU, Room 311, Ext. 2245
Pag
-
.
. . .
cudt Mkote, fat mart
Budget airfares anywhere
Railpasses issued on the spot
International D cards
Worldwide adventure tours
Travel Gear and Guidebooks
Expert travel advice
CcuncilTraucI
8 E 13th Ave. Columbus, OH 43201
1-614-29-
4-CS96
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Scots lose third straight Swimmers are a unique breed of athlete
i.
O
!
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photo by JOSHUA FAGAN'S
SeniorTammy Berger follows through on a jump shot from outside.
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor
The Fighting Scot women's bas-
ketball team seems to have hit a snag
as they finish out their 1992-199- 3
campaign.
Wooster (12-1- 0 overall, 9-- 6
NCAQ has lost its last three contests,
and the Scots find themselves in a
third place tie in the North Coast
Athletic Conference standings with
Dcnison, while Case Western Reserve
is a half-gam- e behind the two.
Last Saturday night, Wooster
dropped a 68-5- 2 decision to first place
Ohio Wesley an, and on Wednesday
the Scots were defeated in a double
overtime thriller at the hands of
Wilmington 89-8- 7.
Last Saturday, Wooster hosted the
NCACs lop team, Ohio Wesley an
University. The Battling Bishops
came into the contest with a 12-- 1
conference mark and had defeated the
Scots 66-5-8 on January 16 at Branch
Rickey Arena. This time would prove
no differentas Ohio Wesleyan scored
early and often against the Scots, build-
ing up a 10-poi- nt margin (21-- 1 1) by
the 6:47 mark of the first half. The
two teams went to the locker rooms
with the Battling Bishops up 3 1-- 19.
In the second half . the Scots could
bring the lead no closer than seven
points (46-3- 9 at 9:45). Playing forthe
WOMEN'S BASKET BAU
Scots in a losing cause was senior
wing Tammy Berger, who scored 1 1
points and five rebounds. Senior post
LaSonya Crawl added 10 points and
nine boards.
On Wednesday evening, the Scots
traveled to Wilmington to take on
Wilmington College in a non-conferen- ce
contest. The Quakers came into
the game with an impressive 14-- 6
overall record.
The game was even throughout.
After regulation, the two teams had
played to a 67-6-7 tie. Following the
first overtime, the two teams were still
deadlocked, this time at 78-7- 8. Fi-
nally, the Quakers pulled the game
out, outscoring Wooster 1 1- -9 in the
second overtime to pick up the win.
The Scots were aided by some out-
standing individual performances.
Crawl led all Wooster scorers with 1 8
points. She also added 13 rebounds.
Junior wing Bridget Smoot added 15
points and six rebounds. First-ye- ar
point guard Susie Sipes had a 15-po- int
performance, while first-ye- ar
post Carina Taylor pumped in 14
points and pulled down seven boards.
Tomorrow, Wooster finishes out
its regular season schedule with an
away game against the Yeowomen of
Obcrlin, who are winless on the year.
Most teams practice ev-
ery day in order to enhance
their talent. The players are
expected to be in top shape
for their entire season. With
many individual team sports, the goals
for members of the team are slightly
different. Sometimes individual team
sports practice every day with one
end goal in mind, the final meet of the
season a kind of grand finale.
Athletes with an end-o-f -th- e-season
goal in mind train very different from
the way athletes in game-by-ga- me
oriented sports train. The men's and
women's swim teams at Wooster arejust two of the College's teams which
train for a season-endi- ng performance.
Almost all year long , the swimmers
trudge back and forth to the pool,
sometimes at odd hours of the day or
night to get in the extended amount of
yardage they need to put in in order to
accomplish their far off goals. The
miles and miles of swimming that
they do are carefully monitored in
order to allow them to reach their final
personal goals.
But before they hop in the pool to
swim their last set of races for the
season, something amazing happens
in their training. That something is
called "taper". Most people don't
know what this means because it is
means different things. To the swim-
mers, taper means more energy and
less time swimming back and forth
monotonously.
The swimmers have put in more
yardage than they need to stay in
shape. This is done in order to break
the body down and make the swim
mers tired. Once they are sufficiently
tired, the coach can start gradually
cutting back on the amount of work '
that he or she is asking the swimmers
to do. This resting period is a tapering
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off of yardage, hence the
name taper. Extra rest al-
lows the swimmers' bodies
to recover from all the work
they have done but has the
added benefit behind it of a strong
training and aerobic base. This com-
bination of things helps a person's
body respond quicker than was pos-
sible before the training and taper.
The swimmers don'treally think of
taper in terms of that though. Theyjust notice that they are swimming
faster, enjoying much shorter work-
outs, and have more energy than
they've ever had before.
They do other things during taper
time too, besides the swimming. Other
teams do a "secret psych" in order to
get everyone on the team excited and
looking forward to the game that day.
Swimmingdoes this differently. Since
they look to the end of the season as
the culmination of all their training,
they only participate in "secret psych"
for the final week and a half before
their conference and national meets.
The whole pool area ends up being
covered with posters and gifts for
people. They are elaborate and well
thought out. Often the posters are
time consuming and people happily
work on making a great poster before
they try to tackle their school work.
And, as many of you may have
guessed, quite a few of the posters
emphasize shaving and have razors
and shaving cream attached as gifts.
Shaving is possibly the most inter-
esting feature of swimming to many
non-swimme- rs. They cannot believe
that swimmers would be willing to
shave their entire bodies for one swim
Early NCAC results
Results reported from the first
day of the three-da-y swimming &
diving conference meet:
O First-ye- ar diver Liz Helstein
won the one-met- er competition
with a score of372.83. Helstein re-quali- fied
for nationals while re-
cording a personal best and a
Wooster School record.
O JuniorTammy Behringer fin-
ished eighth in the 500-met- er
freestyle with a time of 5:13.27.
Behringer qualified for nationals
as well as setting a school record.
First-ye- ar Debbie King re
corded a time of2:l 17 in the 200-met- er
individual medley. King
also set a new school record.
O After one day of competition
the women's team finds itself in
fourth place with a score of 138.
The men's team holds seventh place
with 75 points.
meet Well, they do. For the women,
being allowed to shave their legs after
almost five months is a welcome re-
lief, and if the men don't quite feel the
same way, well...
Shaving for a big meet is done in
order to take not only hair off your
body, but a layer of skin as well. New
skin that hasn't been directly exposed
to the elements before feels things
more intensely. When your brain
thinks you feel as if you are going
faster because that is the message you
are getting from the new skin, it is
much easier to actually swim faster.
SUMMER JOBS
on the
Chesapeake Bay
Work and play with campers and friends:
SailingWindsurfing
Waterskiing
Swimming
Tennis
Horseback Riding
and much more!
RECRUITER ON CAMPUS:
Saturday, February 20 ONLY!
LOOK FOR OUR DISPLAY IN LOWRY CENTER
YOU WONT REGRET SAYING HELLO!
If you canl be there call:
Jim Reilly at Camp Tockwogh .(302) 571-695- 6
Contact Career Planning for more information.
Plan NOW For Your Summer
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Editor
Grading
For a Division in school,
Wooster is very strong ath-
letically. With the excep-
tion of this year's teams, we
consistently place in the top
two or three in the NCAC
All-Spo- rts race. We also
send several teams to na-
tionals each year as well as
many individual athletes.
Athletes take their sports
very seriously at Wooster
whether anyone else cares 1 Spofti
ornot It isnecessary to have
strong facilities that athletes can use
to their advantage.
After talking with Athletic director
Bill McHenry, I have put together a
report card on our athletic facilities.
Here's a look at the current athletic
facilities atWooster and their quality ,
as well at what can be done to improve
them.
O OUTDOOR TRACK
The first priority when I came to
Wooster a year and a half ago was to
update the track," said McHenry.
Wooster has not hosted a track meet
in three years. This is very poor for a
school with a quality track team such
as ours. But the good news is that a
new track is scheduled to be built this
summer.
The proposal for a new track was
passed by the Board of Trustees just
last week. The plan is to begin resur-
facing the track sometime after May
lOand have itcompleted by the middle
of August. The track will be made of
polyurethane. It will be a 400 meter
track with eight lanes. The runways
for the pole vault, high jump and long
jump will be redone and there will be
a new discus cage as well.
GRADE - Currently F, Future
A. Right now the track is about as
bad as Lowry food and as ugly as
McCaw Chapel Anything would be
an improvement
O TENNIS COURTS
Priority number two for Mr.
McHenry, which is now number one,
is the resurfacing or rebuilding of the
tennis courts. The courts have cracks
and the surfaces are very worn. This
is the result of the courts freezing in
the winter and thawing in the spring.
But unlike the track, the tennis courts
are able to lust home matches. And
compared to other NCAC schools,
our courts are very sound. Mr.
McHenry hopes that the courts will be
repaired by thebeginning of the 1994-9- 5
school year.
GRADE -- B-
RaiUrHdL
OUTDOOR TRACK F
TENNIS COURTS B- -
HELD HOUSE I
TRAINING ROOM D
WEIGHT ROOM A--
PRACnCE FIELDS B
INDOOR FACILITIES B- -
OVERALL C
TRAINING ROOM
What should now be priority num-
ber one for the athletic department
now that the track is going to be
redone is the training room. To put it
simply, it is terrible. As head athletic
trainer Tom Love put it, "It is very
poor considering the number of ath-
letes that compete at this school.'' Mr.
McHenry adds, "We need to expand
the training room so we can adapt to a
school that has 21 varsity sports and
500 athletes." As any athlete, or stu-
dent for that matter, can tell you, the
training room is tiny. Walk in and
take five steps and you are out the
other side. "Our trainers do an excel-
lent job with the small room," said
McHenry. They do indeed, espe-
cially considering the equipment they
have to work with. The newest ma-
chine in the training room is 10 years
old! And others, including the whirl-
pool, are 30 to 40 years old. I think its
pretry safe to say that time has passed
our training room by.
It isobvious the training room needs
to be updated, buthow do we go about
doing it? We need to remember that
the PECs facilities are limited by the
bulding's sizchange the wrestling
room into either the training room, or
an extension of the weight room. It
was decided that the latter would be
expanded. But the plan was that if the
weight room used the space previ-
ously occupied the wresdmgroom,
that the training room would expand
from its current location and occupy
the classroom that is directly behind
it According to Love, it was almost
a guarantee that the training room
would expand and supplant the class-
room. The classroom would not just
disappear though. A new classroom
would be built directly below the of-
fices of the varsity coaches. How-
ever, the plan fell through and we are
left with an undersized training room.
While the training room leaves a lot
to be desired. Love is optimistic about
'It
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the athletic facilities at the College
FIELD HOUSE
"If I get it, I'll be the
happiest guy in the world,"'
stated McHenry, in refer-
ence to a field house. Asof
right now.there are noplans
on paper. But there are
plenty of plans in
McHenry's head.
Outdoor teams are se-
verely handicapped, espe-
cially Spring teams, by the
absence of indoor facilities
to practice4n. It would be
to the advantage of everyone if they
could practice in a climate similar to
what they are going to compete in.
McHenry envisions a field house that
would have a 200 meter track. Inside
the track would be four tennis courts.
A netting would surround the courts
so that both the tennis and track teams
could practice at the same time. The
nets on the tennis courts would be
removable so that baseball and soccer
could practice on top of the tennis
courts.
For McHenry's ideas to be imple-
mented, a donor needs to come for-
ward. The school has no plans to
appropriate money for the building of
a field house. Hypothetically, if a
donor came forward this spring, a
field house could be builtin two years.
GRADE - Having nofield house
is not a detriment in the NCAC, but
the addition ofone would most cer-
tainly help Wooster compete stron
ger on the national leveL
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Athletic Director Bui McHenry
on the field bouse: "If I get it, I'll
be the happiest guy in the world."
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The Report Card
STUDENTS TAN FOR
the future. The addition of a rehabili-
tation room this August is an im-
provement. "I'm happy with the
progress that has been made the last
two years. Mr. McHenry has been
very supportive of our situation. The
right people in the right positions un-
derstand our concerns, concluded
Love.
GRADE - D With the number of
athletes that our school has and 'com-
pared with other schools within our
conference,ourtrainingroomisvery
inadequate. Athletic trainers have
done an excellent job under the cir-
cumstances.
WEIGHT ROOM
This is probably the highest quality
athletic facility at Wooster. It is up to
date, especially since the stairmasters
and treadmills have been added.
McHenry, who was at Washington &
Lee before he came to Wooster, says
our weight room is twice the size as
theirs. For a Division III school, we
have an excellent weight room.
GRADE - A Only complaints
would be that there are too few
stairmasters and not enough room to
stretch and do situps.
Ifyou really want to getpicky, the
weight room could use a new box
stereo.
PRACTICE FIELDS
STOltS CMALLHSI
This week's question is:
Who won the first NBA slam dunk contest? (not counting Julius
Erving's win in the mid 70's)
Each week the Sports Editors offer you the reader, the opportunity to
win $5. All you have to do is be thefirst to call the Voice office at x2598
with the correct answer, and you win the cash prize. Leave a message if
nobody answers. Josh Jacobs won the Feb. 12 Challenge by correctly
identifying Bobby Riggs.
Fri. 8 to Mid. Sat 1 to 9 Sun. 1 to 5 Visa MC Amex
$2.00 WITH
and INDOOR FACILITIES
"We have great practice fields,"
stated McHenry. He is right Our
fields are in excellent shape. Galpin
Park can be brought up to a more
acceptable level, which would really
improve the quality of our practice
fields.
The baseball field is beautifully
maintained. It receives the greatest
care of any of the playing fields. The
underground watering system is very
beneficial.
The football stadium is great. It is
very modem and clean. It's too bad
more people haven't been there to see
it first hand. ,
GRADE -- B
- The indoor gyms that currently ex-
ist are satisfactory. We could cer-
tainly use another gym, but there is no
room for it McHenry feels overall
that the indoor facilities are good. He
would like to see the lighting system
on the basketball courts unproved.
The auxiliary gym where the baseball
team practices is very small and can
certainly be improved upon. Some-
thing Mr. McHenry would like the
PEC to add are squash and racquet-ba- ll
courts. This would be great rec-
reation for students who do not play
varsity sports.
GRADE-B-Itwouldbeniceift- he
banners that hang in the main gym
were updated to indicate the champi-
onships that Wooster has won the
past few years.
OVERALL
Overall, the quality of Wooster's
athletic facilities is pretty good. But
there is certainly room for improve-
ment. A larger training room is a
must. And you can forget about an ice
rinkbeing built in the near future.
GRADE - B Ourfacilities would
immediately improve to an A- - if a
field house were built, but so would
my grades if I could see an exam
before I had to take it
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RESULTS
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Wooster83.0WU75
Woostcr 83. Wilmington 68
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
OWU68.Wooster52
Wilmington 89. Wooster 87 20T!
INDOOR TRACK
Men -- 4th place
Women -- 6th place
QUOTES OF
THE WEEK
"Basketball b like church.
Many attend but few under-
stand."
Orlando Magic guard Scott
Skiles. discussing thefan's boo-
ing of him. (Sports Illustrated.
Feb. 15)
"We've been get tingour asses
kicked for years. I'm certainly
not going to start apologizing
for winning basketball games."
Boston College head basket-
ball coach Jim O'Brien after he
and Put head coach Paul Evans
got into a shoving match on the
court afterBCs 23point win over
Pitt. Evans criticized O'Brien for
going to a 4 corners offense with
eight minutes left in the game.
C Baseball Countdown
Spring Training: Today
Opening Day: 45 days
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor
The Fighting Scot men's basket-
ball team continues to heal things up
down the stretch. Woostcr(17-6over-al- L
1 1 --4 NC AC) has won its last nine
contests, including wins over Ohio
Wesleyan and Wilmington this past
week.
Sixth-ye- ar bead coach Steve
Moore's Scots downed Ohio
Wesleyan 83-7- 5 on Saturday evening,
and they defeated Wilmington on
Wednesday night by n 83-6-8 lotaL
Wooster finishes outits regular sea-
son schedule at home tomorrow
evening against Oberiin. The Scots
are currently alone in third place in
the North Coast Athletic Conference,
one-ha-lf game behind the leaders,
Wittenberg and Allegheny. OnTues-
day evening. Wooster will host the
sixth place learn in the NCAC final
standings in the first-roun- d of the
post-seas- on conference tournament
On January 16, the Scots were
beaten on their home floor in the
Armington Field House by Ohio
Wesleyan, who came back from a
large deficit to defeat the Scots 62-6- 0.
Wooster had won the seven games
following thai loss, and they were
looking for some revenge when they
traveled to Delaware, Ohio to take on
the BattlingBishopsmBranch Rickey
Arena.
The Scots fell behind early and
trailed at the half by three at 38-3- 5.
"We were a little concerned being
behind at the half," commented
Moore.
Wooster came out of the locker
room and took control of the contest.
Behind the solid play of sophomore
center Doug dine and senior forward
Brian Buchanan, Wooster surged to
the eight-poi- nt win. With about one
Individual
PAUL KINNEY
Staff Writer
Although only a handful of Scots
made the trip on Friday to the Baldwin
Wallace Invitational, those few who
did compete turned in some impres-
sive performances. Probably the most
outstanding performance of the night
was turned in by Emily Moore fie Id,
who literally ran away from the rest of
the field to pick up individual wins in
the 800 and 1500 meter runs.
Moorefield, a junior transfer stu-
dent, ran to a season-be- st time in the
1500 with a time of 4:5934, easily
defeating the rest of the field by a
lengthy fifty meters. She also won
the 800 meter run, surging to a time of
2:26.5.
On Saturday, the Fighting Scots
journeyed down to Ada to compete in
the Ohio Northern Invitational. De-
spite the fact that neither team placed
well in the final standings, both turned
in outstanding performances.
On the women's side of the meet,
Ohio Northern won it all with 149
points, followed by Mount Union
( 1 46).John Carroll (75), Wooster (53).
Muskingum (29) and Heidelberg (2).
MEN'S BASKETBALL
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Scots make late season run for first place
minute to go in the contest, Buchanan
gave his body up by diving for a ball
out of bounds, landing hard on the
floor. For his efforts, Buchanan in-
jured his knee, and he missed the
Wilmington game.
"Ohio Wesleyan was really pumped
up for us, but we were ready. We
played well in the second half. Brian
Buchanan gave up his body late in the
game at acnicial partand really helped
us out," said Moore.
Against the Bishops,Cline finished
with 22 points and 5 rebounds while
Buchanan added 17 points, two
boards, four assists, and two steals.
OnDecember29,the Scots trounced
Wilmington 93-6-4 in the first round
of the Mose Hole Classic On Wednes-
day evening, the Quakers made a re-
turn trip to Wooster to take on the
Scots in a nononference match-u- p.
Wilmington came into the game with
a 6--15 mark. The Quakers kept the
game close for the first nine minutes
of the first half. The game was knot-
ted at 20 at the 11:35 mark. Woostcr
pulled ahead late and led 4 1-- 33 at the
half. "We had a letdown at the
beginning. We did not play good
defense for the first nine minutes,"
stated Moore.
The Scots' lead bulged to as much
as 19 in the second half, before resting
at 15 at the end of the contest.
"We gave up too many points. We
were not pleased with our defensive
showing early in the game," said
Moore.
For the Scots, sophomore Scott
Meech had a career-be- st 25 points to
go with his seven rebounds. Also
scoring in double figures were Cline
with 1 8, sophomore guard Craig Bra-
dley with 16, and sophomore guard
KrisMallarneewitn u. praaiey was
performances mark
l INDOOR TRACK
Mount Union won the men's meet
with 190 points, followed by Ohio
Northern (97), Otterbein (94),
Muskingum (56), John Carroll and
Wooster (28 points each), and Hei-
delberg (6).
Seniors Dan Dickey and Jason
Hudson cruised to victory in the 500
and 800 meter runs respectively.
Neither of the two was seriously chal-
lenged in cither of the two races, as
Dickey(lO8.9)andHudson(l:59.05)
both won by nearly three seconds
apiece.
Junior Claire Roberts also turned
in a fine performance in the 400 meter
dash. Competing in a tough field that
included Division I Toledo, Roberts
scrapped her way to a close third
place finish in 612 seconds.
"We really did well tonight," said
coach Dennis Rice. "Steve McMillan
(a senior) also ran a solid race in the
1500 meter run. Things are really
starting to fall into place for us in these
last few remaining weeks before the
conference meet.
The foursome of juniors Shannon
O'Neill and Roberts, and seniors
SoDbomore ruard Kris MaHarnee
win over Yriirningion. nwBitr Dai
starting for injured junior guard Doug
Meinen, while Mallarnee was start-
ing in place of Buchanan.
"Scott (Meech) and Doug (Cline)
really wanted the balL They both
have been playing very well for us,"
remarked Moore.
Tomorrow night, Wooster takes on
Oberlin in the Armington Field House.
The Scots handled the Yeomen a 90-4-2
spanking on January 6. Wooster
will be looking to pick up its tenth
straight win and its twelfth NCAC
win of the year.
"They are a capaDic team, i ney
Barbie Thompson and Marya Cross
sped to the women's only win of the
day in the 4 x 400 meter relay. The
quartet finished in a fine time of4: 1 8J
to pick up the victory. It was also a
good day for Wooster' s 4 x 200 meter
relay team as the foursome of Rob-
erts, O'Neill, Thompson and first-ye- ar
Melia Arnold took second place.
The Fighting Scots went 3-4- -5 in
the 55 meter dash, led by Roberts and
followed by juniors Krista Hicks and
ShannonO'Neill respectively. Hicks,
appearing in her first meet of the
season, also added a third place leap
of 15 '6.25" in the long jump.
Marya Cross and sophomore Mich-
elle Alviti added third place showings
in the 800 meters and the shot put
respectively, while Arnold pulled
through with a fourth place finish in
the 55 meter hurdles.
"Krista Hicks did really well today
considering this was the first time
she's competed so far this season,"
commented Rice.
"We continue to get solid perfor-
mances every week . We should be
just fine in a few weeks, it's just going
to take a little pulling together from
the team as a whole."
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drives to the hoop in the Scots 83-6-?
ww m mi umt tuumu.
havft few eood shooters who could
present some problems to us if we
don't play good defense."
SCOT NOTES: Buchanan needs
seven points to reach 1,000 for his
career at Wooster Buchanan is
questionable for tomorrow's game,
while Meinen will not play
(ankle) Wooster has regained its
spot as Division m's top defensive
team (57.2points given up per
game) The Scots are
outrebounding their opponents 36.4-26- .9(9S) vet game Cline named
NUAU riayer 01 inc wee.
track team
The men's team's top performance
of the day was turned in by Dan
Dickey, who leaned his way into sec-
ond place in the 300 meter dash . The
4 x 400 meter relay team also ran to a
hard-foug- ht second place showing for
the day. The foursome of Dickey,
first year Sky Green, Dave Bower
.and Hudson came across the line
right on the heels of Mount Union. .
Strong performances were also
turned in by Wheeler Spaulding, Alex
Dawe and Hudson. Spaulding, a jun-
ior, ran a swift 15:49.17 in the 5000 ,
while Da we, a first-yea- r, nabbed sixth
in the 1500. Hudson added a fifth in
the 800 meters.
"I was really pleased with the per-
formances of these three," commented
Rice. "This was probably the most
competitive distance field we've en-
countered so far this season. Dan
Dickey is also performing well for us
week to week. As a team, we're a
little beat up , but we have this coming
weekend off from competition to
regroup."
Wooster journeys to Gambier on
February 26 to take on Kenyon, one
week before the conference champi-
onship meet at Ohio Wesleyan.
